
Abracadabra: An Introduction to Sleep Savvy
Abracadabra comes from the Hebrew ebrah k'dabri meaning “I will create as I speak,”

Casting spells is really just setting intentions and finding your power.

Here I set my intention that in this course you will :

● Become educated about your babys’ sleep,

● Understand why early sleep is so hard for families.

● Learn how to prevent sleep challenges

● Learn how your current sleep challenges came to be

● Determine the steps needed to dramatically improve your

● Create and write an effective sleep plan for your family.

● Find your benevolent power as you rock your sleep plan

● Become more confident and empowered in your parenting and maybe in your whole

life.

And we will make sure you’re starting your sleep plan from a place of trust that you won’t hurt

your baby or your relationship with your baby.

My story. …

I was a postpartum doula, an overnight nanny- even to twins and triplets when I was very young. I’ve

loved babies since I was basically still one myself.  I started nannying when I was 15 and at the time of

this recording I am 40. While doing overnights I also started taking lactation trainings - and the more

lactation training I got the harder it was to do some of the more Cry it out or Check-in sleep methods

that families would hand to me in book form and say, “Do this with my baby.” I was doing that work for

years and knew all of the methods. But the more lactation training and developmental learning I did, I

started to become more uncomfortable with some of these methods. I didn’t feel good about leaving

babies to cry.



Then I got pregnant. I was 28 and I had a really hard pregnancy (Hyperemesis Gravidarum and

Gallbladder Disease). So I had this baby and by necessity, because I didn’t have huge milk production,

rather just barely enough (sometimes lactation is hard!! - I felt the need to feel my baby all through the

night. And then that meant that I felt the need to sleep with my baby. We were accidental bed-sharers so

that I could have some amount of sleep and hopefully some amount of sanity the next day. Once I was

both nursing and bedsharing and once sleep started to get hard, I realized I had no methods that could

work for us. I had nothing,  and I thought I’d wait it out and it would get better. But I waited and waited

and months went by and it did not get better. I actually wound up developing Postpartum Psychosis for a

short period of time (I got help right away!) I had mania and grandiose thoughts, which was not natural

to me.

That made me realize I had to change sleep because the main reason for this mental health challenge

was just severe sleep deprivation. I mean, we were up every single hour at night and every 30 minutes

during the day. It was a really rough life. We were at the extreme of sleep challenge and I went down a

medical road of “What is wrong with my baby?!” because no books mentioned this kind of lack of sleep.

And, long story short, it turned out that there was something sort of wrong- Central Sleep Apnea- but it

also turns out Central Sleep Apnea can be really common and on a spectrum of normal. And then they

told me:

“Yes, your baby does have this medical condition but there is nothing we will do about it. They will grow

out of it by 2 years and for now you should Do Cry It Out sleep training (and wean).”

This did not feel good. I realized I did not have the resources for any way to get better sleep where I

could still feel connected with my baby and that didn’t feel like it was harming my child. So, I set out to

do as much research on the biology of sleep, sleep behavior, what we did know and what was truly there

because the most of the books didn’t have any science at all and most of them were written by people

who didn’t have any lactation training, which wasn’t going to work for us.

Then I set out to figure out how to create a method that was developmentally sound, compatible with

breastfeeding/ chestfeeding as well as with formula feeding (we did introduce a little formula at one

point) and I created a method that worked for us. It was magical. It was a way that I could make changes

to our sleep and still remain connected with my baby.

Was it super easy? No. It wasn’t super easy, but I felt good about what I was doing. And then I taught

that method to friends who were struggling with sleep; and then I started teaching workshops; and then

I started teaching bigger workshops; and then speaking gigs; and then I started teaching professionals.

Now I certify family professionals in the Sleep Savvy method! This is work that I absolutely love. I am so

passionate about Sleep Savvy and about supporting parents to get their own needs met and to feel

empowered in their parenting, while also balancing the needs of their little ones - all of the values they

hold for their family.



This course was many many hours of hard work for me and I’ve made it affordable. I ask that you

don’t share the materials or your passwords with anyone who is not your child’s caregiver. I know that

my clients are very generous people and I know that folks love to share online programs. Instead, I ask

you to recommend that your friend purchase the course or, if they can’t afford it- that they email me. I

give a limited amount of needs-based free courses each month as a way to support those who need it

the most.

Magic in 3 Parts

The first part of magic is getting in touch with your desire for sleep. Now close your eyes and imagine

how you will feel when you are finally rested.

The second part will be setting your intention, telling the universe what you want.

The third part is going to be much harder. The secret of real magic is that there’s no such thing as a quick

potion. Whenever we desire and set the intention for something, we must also become educated on

how to get there, become truly willing to make changes, and then we must do the work. Are you ready

to do the work to get restorative sleep and then a more joyful connection with your baby? Good!

Now it is time for you to cast your spell, set your intention to the universe. If you have a spirituality that

is dear to you, you can find a way to pray for or meditate on your sleep and parenting desire for the

outcome of this course. Or, if you’re like me, you might even sing it loudly into the ether. You can create

your own spell-song or borrow this one (or use it as a Lullaby!) :

Sleep, for me, and a baby who feels secure in bed. Eager to rest their sleepy head. Our time for sleep

starts now….


